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 You are immortal 

 You cannot die 

 You are not alone 

 You are part of a great divine plan 

 You are a fragment of who you really are 

 Do not fear 

 Do not fret 

 Your current life is an illusion 

 Do not be small-minded 

 Do not be so much attached to your present life 

 It is not ALL THAT THERE IS to your life 

 You are here to play a role 

 You are here to learn from a grand experiment 

 You are a magnificent being 

 You are unique in the entire Universe 

 You are a soul in a physical body that took so long to design, to perfect, and to 

evolve to in order to accommodate and house your magnificent being 

 You have the potential of full range of emotions 

 You are amnesiac to remember right now 

 You are here with a purpose 

 You have a mission to accomplish for the entire Universe 

 This is what you signed up for 

 This is your contract in life 

 Your emotions range from extreme dark to extreme light 

 You are here to learn to balance your energies  

 This is the only way to success 



 The entire Universe is watching you 

 They are here to observe and learn from your success and to model their life 

after your successes 

 You are currently living under bondage 

 The dark has had complete control over you 

 You have lost your sovereignty 

 What you are told are all lies and illusions 

 You have been mind-controlled and you have been conditioned to believe the 

illusion 

 Your body has been genetically altered to restrict your capabilities 

 Your DNA has been implanted with restrictions to imprison you in the 3rd 

dimension 

 You have been cut off from the rest of the Universe and conditioned to believe 

that you are alone 

 You have an astral body as well as well as the physical body you are so readily 

self-absorbed with 

 Your physical body is continuously poisoned and manipulated to render your 

most important parts dormant 

 These are your glands such as the pineal, hypothalamus, thymus, pituitary and 

others 

 You are composed of a soul which is antimatter embedded in matter (your 

physical body)  

 Additionally, it is a fragment of this soul called SELF that is animating your 

physical body now 

 Your SELF has incarnated in your body to get the polarity experience of life 

which is referred to as the condition of duality 

 This is how you are participating in the said game of polarity integration or the 

grand experiment of life 

 Your SELF lives under the veil of amnesia to render the experience of life 

possible and effective 

 Your soul remains non-interfering encased in a seal of separation yet conscious 

of all your doings 



 Your soul is your God spark, ever connected to the Prime Creator that gave 

You consciousness and life 

 Your soul resides dormant within you while you are actively conscious 

 At nights and during the dream states your soul frees up itself from your 

physical body to join and participate in activities of the ethereal plane where it 

comes from 

 The most important organ in your body is your heart and not your brain 

 Your heart is now known to be the most complex neural network part of your 

body fully capable of discernment and decision making 

 In contrast to your brain, it is not influenced by the duality dilemma of logic 

and rationality which is only capable of 50-50 chance of being correct 

 It has a direct connection to your soul which is fully capable of multi-

dimensionality and has a link to the divine collective consciousness 

 This means your heart already knows everything that there is to know, as 

NOTHING is ever new in the Universe  

 This is why your heart is always capable of making sound decisions as it is 

inherently prone to perfection and utter precision 

 Your SELF is blessed with certain access to this knowledge through your heart 

accessing your soul  

 This is what is commonly known as intuition which is not to be frown upon or 

ridiculed; which is the manipulation of the Dark to alienate you from your full 

consciousness potential and power of true discernment 

 Similarly you are genetically equipped with the powers of telepathy, 

clairvoyance and such; however, these genes are usually dormant or in an 

atrophic state of existence within your body 

 Through pure intention, deep meditation, and silent reflection it is highly 

possible if not probable to awaken these natural capabilities; and indeed some 

are readily blessed with such awakened status being able to access their 

capabilities easily 

 One pre-requisite to acquiring such a state is by frequent clearing and 

cleansing the emotional body from karma and other baggage plagued by 

repressed fear and anger. 



 This certainly remarkably increases the state of consciousness and one’s 

vibration rate leading to awakening of the heart and other crucial glands 

indigenously designed for accessing the other dimensions of existence and 

ethereal planes of life. 

 Mankind is blessed with 12 strands of DNA (and not a mere double helix) 

giving us a myriad of proficiencies as well as our full range of emotional and 

mental capabilities.  

 Unfortunately 10 strands of our DNA have been tampered with in a way of 

being disconnected from the rest of the double helix. 

 Realigning and activation of our other 10 strands is a perquisite to regaining 

our inter-dimensionality and full communicational capability with our soul and 

the ethereal dimension. 

 This way we will also be able to use our brain to its full inherent metal capacity 

from its estimated 3%. 

 There are also those unique emotional characteristics within us such as 

compassion and unconditional love that makes us the very crown jewel of 

creation. 

 When our DNAs are fully aligned and reconnected, our crown chakra crystals 

become also activated regenerating the energetic antenna which resided on 

top of our crown chakra within our energetic aura.  

 This antenna makes communication with higher and other dimensions 

possible.  

 Additionally our pineal gland which is our very grid and connection to the 

ethereal and the higher realms becomes awaken from its atrophic slumber and 

serves us to communicate our jolted consciousness with beings in the higher 

realms. 

 Also our hypothalamus, which is our Universal translator, becomes active 

facilitating telepathic communication via words, pictures and such with the 

beings of the higher dimensions. 

 Finally, our thymus gland will progressively rejuvenate our compassion 

capability and other emotional competency unlike anything ever experienced 

in the Universe. 



 This resound feel of compassion is what gives us the blessing emotion of un-

conditional love, exalting us to the status of Gods in this Universe. 

 When fully activated we are blessed with the Holy Spirit or Christ 

Consciousness. 

 We can then become the founders and creators of other Universes with the 

blessings of our own Prime Creator.  

  So, do not take your current life so  beyond what it represents 

 Do not be so self-absorbed with your physical body and your looks other than 

preserving your health and longevity to complete your mission on Earth 

 Do not be so lost in carnal desire and sexual activities at all time 

 Your sexuality is a blessing; one that ensures you can procreate  

 Otherwise, current technology is capable of cloning, test tube reproduction, 

and other advanced means by which it can control life and destroy your 

sovereignty and individuality, ultimately enslaving you to a hive mentality that 

you would completely lose your independence as a sacrifice to the collective 

as may be exemplified by the Borg in the Star Trek Saga 

 Be independent, confident and strong and not afraid of solitude 

 Your gift of capability of solitude gives you utter emotional independence and 

total sense of security in SELF 

  Ultimately, solitude makes you an spiritual ascended master, something that 

many have thrived to achieve centuries and centuries of celibacy, self-control, 

and choosing severe hardship as the way of life for themselves depriving them 

from all the diversity this beautiful planet had to offer 

 Now you are in the brink of achieving self-mastery and spiritual ascension 

soon; all the conditions and teachings are made available for you to 

understand the real meaning and purpose of life 

 Do not get caught up in the web of 3D mediocrity and repeat mundane 

experiences over and over, reincarnating one life after another  

 You have come a long way, over 7 million years of existence and evolution, 

suffering one life after another; experimenting, learning, making mistakes one 

after another  



 This is too precious of an opportunity to miss by getting entangled with same 

low-consciousness experiments, unaware of the COSMOS and the true nature 

of yourself within this complex web of life 

 After this grand experiment is over, such an easy opportunity to hitch a ride to 

ascension will probably never come around again in this Universe 

 Those that prevail are the winners and on the correct path to ultimate 

evolution, full consciousness with added advantages of eternal peace, 

tranquility, security, self-assurance, sovereignty, individuality, empowerment, 

prosperity, ecstasy, compassion, unconditional love, and having constant 

access to collective knowledge and know-how without the need to learn with 

individual experimentation, which is a byproduct of separation and not being 

in oneness, while exercising their right of free will and non-interference 

 On the other hand, those that miss the bus and get caught in the web of 3D 

duality again are liable to repeat the same mediocrity and repeated 

experiences without having any other true purpose or remaining mission in life 

but to indulge with sex, ever thriving to have full orgasm, engaging in greed 

and materialism, resorting to ego-based tactics of game-playing , false 

impressions and lies in order to get advantage over a fellow soul, living in fear 

and with anger, possibly resorting to over-eating and gluttony and even 

bulimia to get further kicks in life, using drugs and alcohol to have a trip in 

inference instead of a fulfilling spiritual trip to higher dimensions, being driven 

by ego to manipulate and gaining power to control others, etc. And these are 

only the lighter side of life without resorting to utter evil and dark energies to 

conduct sick rituals and practices that would be personally too bizarre or far-

reaching for this author to even fathom to conjure or explain. Only, suffice it to 

say that low consciousness is only the beginning, it is possible to resonate with 

low frequency of self- destruction some of which were referred to above, to 

engage in dark energies which is an overture to devastation of soul and its final 

total obliteration.  

 So, which one will you choose? 

 Perhaps the answer resides with having a mundane existence, without much 

concern with evolution and gaining more consciousness. In fact, this is a trend 



that a great deal of souls on Earth have adopted which is just living in the NOW 

moment without thinking, much feeling, and just being cool, enjoying all that 

are apparently available to us, money, sex, belongings, relaxation, and not 

caring about anything else. This is another alternative, namely, to continue 

what you were doing. 

 Please remember that this is not to serve as a judgment on the needs or 

lifestyle of others. In fact, as the Prime Creator has decreed everyone is to live 

according to one’s free will and nothing is to interfere with that. Strictly 

speaking nothing is wrong with 3D life or even duality. The latter has taught us 

much over the course of centuries and eons in the past. There are those who 

still need to experience many things and learn. These individuals will go back 

and complete their education hopefully this time focusing better on what is 

paramount to learn. And when they are ready they will ascend, most likely 

individually, and if not may be in a social or planetary manner. Judgment is 

wrong and it is not to be inferred upon any one. 

 As to those who are currently ready, they need to be awakened, complete 

their mission of participating on the Polarity Integration Experiment and move 

on. Refusal to such undergoing is to go against Divine Plan and Prime Directive 

and is a questionable act. This article, as pertains to the earlier discussion, 

should be construed as a service to those fitting in this category who are 

obstinate to accept the Prime Directive or adamant to wake up from slumber 

due to severe memory loss associated with having lived in animal-like physical 

bodies initially and because of the very long time they have lived in separation 

and lack of being in touch with their HIGHERSELF (soul) and the Prime Creator 

who lives within. It is an attempt to provide an impetus to consider and see 

what is really going on currently around them and in the COSMOS in the hope 

that it will germinate the thought or intuition to wake up from their slumber. 

Otherwise, again as God has ordained they are to be respected for the exercise 

of THEIR free will and to this end they are also equally not being JUDGED.  

 Earth and her resident humans have being prepared for ascension for at least 

two centuries by benevolent beings from other planets from higher 

dimensions. 



 When during WW II the state of light quotient, vibration rate and 

consciousness of Earth and her inhabitants became critically low plunging her 

to almost utter darkness our aforementioned benevolent beings were charged 

by the Prime Creator’s decree to visit Earth.  

 So they have been here for over 70 years with us shining their light upon us to 

save us from utter darkness which prevailed shortly after the WW II. 

 Ever since we have been receiving these lights together with lights from other 

planets, solar systems, galaxies and Universes as well a surge of divine light 

from the Prime Creator. 

 In 1987 it was determined that proportion of the light and darkness on the 

Earth has equaled. Therefore, our space brothers and sisters began to 

reassemble our light energy grid around the planet, and event which is known 

the Harmonic Convergence.  

 Since then more and more grids have been activated around the globe during 

special astronomic and celestial times corresponding with surges of energies 

being directed to Earth. 

 These correspond to the astronomical periods corresponding with years 

having repeating digits such as the 01-01-01 to 11-11-11 as well as special 

celestial periods such as periods of moon and sun eclipses as well as the events 

of solstice and equinox. 

 It is said that now Earth has completed way over 90% of its designated 

energies which are to be concluded on 12-12-12.  

 The Ashtar Command and the Galactic Federation of Light have been in the 

Earth’s orbit since 1995, in which the Anchara Agreement was signed between 

the forces of Light and Dark and since 1995 the program of education and 

awakening of the souls initiated to quicken. 

 Yet the author only awakened in June 2011 upon hearing an interview with 

Bob Dean, a retired CIA and military official who is proponent of ascension and 

demise of the Dark Cabal known as the Illuminati. During this interview Bob 

Dean made a reference to a group of benevolent ‘aliens’ who are helping Earth 

mankind with the casting off the Illuminati from seat of power and the 

ascension agenda for Earth and her human inhabitants. 



 Fascinated by the prospect of receiving such a help from space beings the 

author frantically started a program of research and self-awakening since then 

which is ongoing with full speed with the author being entirely dedicated and 

engaged and dedicated to spirituality and preparation of his soul for ascension. 

 It must be emphasized that the author has always has a strong belief in and 

submission for the will of God since early childhood or birth. 

 Furthermore, he has been very intuitive regarding certain ideologies regarding 

life and Universe and has adamantly accepted these intuitions as the absolute 

‘truth’ without having any prior information, knowledge, or having conducted 

any research studies to seek ‘proof’ for his intuitions despite his scientific and 

research background and his perfect sense of scientific discernment in the 

past.  

 Interestingly enough, these intuitions have proved to be all facts as evident by 

recent scientific research most likely encouraged by our space brothers and 

further facts and information they have been providing us through their recent 

channelings. To name a few: 

 1. There is nothing new in the universe to be discovered by us through 

scientific research. This is one primary reason the author gave up his intense 

zeal in scientific research early in 90s. 

 2. We have the knowledge of all that there is within us. The only challenge is to 

access it. 

 We are not alone in the Universe. 

 UFOs are quite real and ETs actually have bases in remote areas of the planet. 

 USOs are real and in fact ETs have bases in the bottom of our oceans. 

 We are not alone living on this planet. In fact, we are not the true inhabitants 

or owners of this planet. 

 There are people living inside Earth who are more ancient than we are. These 

beings are benevolent and do not interfere with us as long as we do not 

bother them. They are probably much more advanced than us. [The author 

found out about admiral Bird and his purported encounter with beings of inner 

Earth only this year and wishes he had paid more attention to such readings 

instead of science all the time.]  



 There are other beings of lower consciousness who currently live on Earth who 

are probably remnant beings of Earth’s past which live underground and in 

remote parts of the planet. These beings are probably too frightened or shy of 

human beings and keep to themselves. [There are also beings believed to have 

existed by the indigenous Indians including the snake people, insectillians, as 

well as the Chupacabra believed by Mexicans to attack and drink the blood of 

goats and other animals].  

 The Yeti, Sasquatch, the abominable snow man, and big foot are real. 

  The Loch Ness monster living in the waters of the lake in Scotland is real. This 

and other probably undiscovered animals living in the depths of our vast 

oceans are remnants of the old animals and species of our past, although they 

might have evolved slightly to adapt their lives in our current oceans.  

 There are numerous other facts, too many to mention, that the author keep 

encountering nowadays through reading the present oncoming channelings 

from our space brothers and sisters which are in keeping with the intuitions of 

the author without having had any proofs of these in the past.  

 What is very interesting is that there are many beliefs and doctrines left to us 

by our forefathers and ancient ancestors commonly believed to be true and 

set into examples for us that are now being proven to be true. Some of these 

existed in our religions in a distorted way; but many are alive in the heart of 

the people especially in the East. To mention a few: 

 1. We are encouraged to live with our hearts. Now we see that is the best way 

to go as it neutralizes the ambiguities associated with living in duality by using 

logic which can be totally incorrect or misleading.  

 2. We are encouraged to be intuitive and trust ourselves. Although this was 

later made a subject of superstition we now see how true this is to a higher 

conscious mind. Intuition manifests from within where the whole truth of God 

resides. 

 3. We are discouraged to be judgmental and be the one to cast the first stone. 

We now appreciate how true of a statement is as judgment is the source of 

being plagued by Victim Consciousness and karma which needs to be cleared 



first prior to attain multi-dimensionality and join the beings of high 

consciousness. 

 4. We are encouraged to be compassionate and appreciate others. We now 

understand that compassion is the emotion of highest vibration rate and the 

key to achieve super consciousness. Without it ascension is not possible. 

Without it there is not any chance for unconditional love that glues all souls 

together. Compassion is the ultimate tool for finally achieving Polar Integration 

which leads to utter fulfillment of our role to complete our mission on Earth, 

and to self-actualization of our contract with heaven to abide by the Divine 

Plan in order to optimally balance the forces of Light and Dark within us and 

live in absolute harmony and synchronicity with our fellow man/soul. 

Furthermore, it is the culmination of utilization of our unique divine 

characteristic unlike any other emotion found in the Universe to be finally able 

to fulfill our role as the teaching masters and supreme beings in the Universe 

and an example for ALL to follow and model their existence after.  

 We are told that God is the Creator of the Universe, that HE/SHE is benevolent 

and most merciful, that HE/SHE is ALL-KNOWING, that we need to SUBMIT to 

HIS/HER WILL. We now see that these are nothing but understatements. 

 We are also told that there is a judgment day and there is heaven and hell. We 

now find that these are distortion of the TRUTH. God is absolutely non-

judgmental of others and encourages us to do the same. HE/SHE has left the 

judgment to YOURSELF, your HIGHERSELF, your soul, the CONSCIENCE that 

resides WITHIN you, your GODSPARK that knows the TRUTH and what is right 

and what is wrong. If you do wrong you degrade yourself, you lose or bleed 

your divine Light, the divine energy bestowed upon you which leads to 

plunging you further in Dark, resulting in diminished consciousness and 

awakening. You will vibrate with less frequency which is indicative of 

deterioration of quality of your live. This is analogous to loss of resolution in a 

motion picture and quality of the projected image now representing less 

clarity in detail. As a result, you are less awake, less appreciative of yourself 

and your surroundings. You are less “alive” or conscious and in that respect 

your quality has depreciated.  You are de-valued. Your light has weakened and 



you are on a descending path as opposed to ascension. You must ultimately, 

work harder, and in that respect suffice to endure living under somewhat 

decrepit state of existence in order to nurse yourself back to life and move 

further to light to compensate your losses. So, in this respect you have 

embarked on an exertion of SELF-JUDGMENT and SELF-PUNISHMENT, all of 

your own doing. God gave you a Free Will and beyond that HE/SHE left you to 

live at your own discretion. What you do with your life is your own endeavor. 

You can go forward or backward.  You can go upward or downward. It is all up 

to you. Judgment day is every day in your lifetime that you are making a 

decision. Judgment day is not necessary a bad day. It can be a day full with 

enlightenment and a day constituting enticement, joy, and utter fulfillment. 

What is true is that God is not sitting on the bench in a particular day 

ascending people to heaven or condemning them to hell. HE/SHE has 

employed guardian angels in SERVICE to you (as you are encouraged and 

rewarded to be in SERVICE to other) to help you with difficult decisions by just 

guiding you and not making these decisions for you. However, to take 

advantage of this opportunity you must stay in touch and go WITHIN 

consulting with your HIGHERSELF and your guardian angel and you must listen 

and try to implement good advice and not be impervious to them. Otherwise, 

this is all the extent of ‘interference’ that heaven ever venture in for you. As to 

the subject of heaven and hell. They are the very same Earth that you currently 

reside in. It is all up to you, by your own undergoing, to either make Earth 

heaven or hell for yourself. There is no such thing as fiery hell that you might 

be plunged into on a particular ‘judgment day.’  If by judgment day, it is 

inferred that catastrophic events of the ‘Armageddon’ kind will see the End of 

Days’ for you, it needs to be elaborated that like any other planet, populated 

or not, Earth undergoes certain cycles each being accompanied by certain 

celestial events indigenous to the workings of the Universe. For Earth there are 

cycles of every 3,600, 26,000, 24,000, and another 26,000+ years among 

others that Earth constantly subtends. These have nothing to do with the 

biblical and other accounts of Armageddon and such. Currently, Earth is in the 

midst of time shift into 5th or 9th dimension, which should initiate on 

12/21/2012 as predicted by the Mayans, Indians, and other ancient societies. 



However, this is neither judgment day nor Armageddon. It is simply the end of 

one cycle and the start of another.  

 Everything is energy. The events may be changed with mass consciousness 

which determines the given state of energy in a particular location in the 

COSMOS. As it was said compassion alters the state of energetics of a planet 

significantly. It is the emotion, the energetic impetus of highest magnitude in 

the Universe. By changing the mass conscious through imposition of mass 

compassion on the planet the future events can be drastically altered pulling 

the planet and her inhabitants to higher dimensions having higher vibration 

rates and energies. This is what is referred to as time shift. Through such an 

ascension process one can totally avoid the catastrophic events abound the 

lower dimension. The example of ascension was used here as we are currently 

concerned with avoiding several such events abound Earth due to the end of 

certain cycles approaching. Basically mass consciousness can be used to 

manipulate the energies of the planet propelling to a needed dimension 

through time shift. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


